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united States President Barack obama has launched one of the world’s most ambitious education reform agendas. 
entitled “race to the top”, the agenda encourages uS states to adopt internationally benchmarked standards and 
assessments as a framework within which they can prepare students for success in college and the workplace; 
recruit, develop, reward, and retain effective teachers and principals; build data systems that measure student 
success and inform teachers and principals how they can improve their practices; and turn around their lowest-
performing schools.

But what does the “top” look like internationally? how have the countries at the top managed to achieve sustained 
high performance or to significantly improve their performance? the oecd Programme for international Student 
assessment (PiSa) provides the world’s most extensive and rigorous set of international surveys of the knowledge 
and skills of secondary school students. it allows one to compare countries on measures such as their average 
learning outcomes, their share of low-performing schools, the extent to which socio-economic background shapes 
learning outcomes and how consistently their schools deliver high quality outcomes.

When oecd Secretary-general angel gurría and united States Secretary of education arne duncan met in april 2010, 
both felt that much was to be gained from a more detailed analysis of the policies and practices of those education 
systems that are close to the “top” or advancing rapidly. this volume takes up the challenge, and is a first step towards 
a deeper understanding of education systems and policy trajectories through international comparisons.

this volume is the result of a collaborative effort between the oecd, the national center on education and the 
economy (ncee) in Washington, government officials of the case study countries discussed, as well as international 
experts with extensive expertise in analysing the performance of education systems internationally. the report 
was prepared under the responsibility of the indicators and analysis division of the oecd directorate for 
education, principally andreas Schleicher and richard hopper, as part of oecd’s new programme leveraging 
Knowledge for Better education Policies. the underlying studies were carried out by the ncee in consultation 
with the oecd, principally by marc tucker, Susan Sclafani, Betsy Brown ruzzi and Jackie Kraemer. the principal 
authors of the chapters in this volume are: introduction: marc tucker and andreas Schleicher, ncee and oecd; 
current performance of the united States: andreas Schleicher; Japan: marc tucker and Betsy Brown ruzzi, ncee; 
china: Kai-ming cheng, university of hong Kong, hong Kong, china; canada: robert Schwartz and Jal mehta, 
harvard university, united States; finland: robert Schwartz and Jal mehta, harvard university, united States; 
germany: marc tucker and Betsy Brown ruzzi, ncee; Singapore: Vivien Stewart, asia Society, united States; Brazil: 
Susan Sclafani, ncee; Poland: Susan Sclafani, ncee; united Kingdom: michael day, training and development 
agency for Schools, united Kingdom; lessons for the united States: marc tucker and andreas Schleicher, ncee 
and oecd. richard hopper and Susan Sclafani established and maintained the contacts with the country 
experts and interview partners and co-ordinated the work. Vanessa Shadoian-gersing, niccolina clements and 
Pedro lenin garcía de león of the oecd compiled relevant quantitative data and background information on each 
education system. the oecd PiSa team provided information and diagrams to support PiSa analysis contained in 
this volume. elisabeth Villoutreix of the oecd co-ordinated the steps for publication. the officials and experts whom 
we interviewed for this study are listed at the end of each chapter. a group of experts oversaw the development of 
the conceptual framework, reviewed draft chapters, discussed preliminary findings and provided guidance to the 
authors. these experts were Kai-ming cheng: university of hong Kong, hong Kong; michael day: department 
for education, england; david hopkins: university of london, england; richard hopper: oecd; Jackie Kraemer: 
ncee; Barry mcgaw: melbourne graduate School of education, australia; elizabeth Pang: ministry of education, 
Singapore; Betsy Brown ruzzi: ncee; Pasi Sahlberg: cimo finland; andreas Schleicher: oecd; robert Schwartz: 
harvard university, united States; Susan Sclafani: ncee; Vivien Stewart: asia Society, united States; Suzie Sullivan: 
ncee; marc tucker: ncee; Siew hoong Wong: ministry of education, Singapore. the country chapter for germany 
was reviewed by eckhard Klieme from the german institute of international educational research. the other country 
chapters were reviewed and validated by the respective national authorities.
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